
 

In September, the city “test drove” options including a temporary bikew ay w ith a cycle track, bike boulevard and contra-f low  lane

along 83rd Avenue betw een 104th and 106th streets.
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Cities across North America have been torn up by ugly debates about bicycle lanes. It’s a handy

cultural division, a way for cynical politicians and professional critics to find followers. Bike enthusiasts

don’t often help. They can come off as arrogant and entitled, the very thing bike opponents say they

are: puffed-up elites with no concern for regular people who commute in cars, trucks and mini-vans.

Every bad driver who cuts off a cyclist is an abomination. Every bad cyclist who blows a light or

weaves insanely through multiple lanes of traffic is a fiend. The fact that we have built a city for cars is

a crime against humanity. Anyone who suggests we remove street parking is a loony communist.

We hear a lot of this sort of thing. But the vast majority of us, no matter how we get around the city,

just want to get where we’re going as pleasantly and safely as possible.

Edmontonians have already lived through a few rounds of bicycle lane vitriol. Rather than focusing,

selfishly, on what’s right for us as individuals — as cyclists or as truck enthusiasts — let’s think about

what brings us together.

I hope we can all agree that fewer people dying on bicycles is a positive goal. Bicycle commuters



aren’t diminishing. They’re increasing. Yes, even in the snow. Separating cyclists from car commuters

is a good idea for both. But even this can seem selfish. Unless you’re the kind of person who takes

your children to school by bicycle every morning, it probably isn’t a preoccupation. Dedicated bicycle

lanes seem a poor investment to those who don’t ride bicycles because it’s an abstraction, a thing for

other people to worry about. And it’s an expensive abstraction that takes street parking away.

What can we all agree on? Prosperity. The more economic activity we have in our city, the better it is

for all of us. What else might we agree on? Beauty. A city that looks good also feels good. It’s a

spiritual matter. And we’re happy to show it off to visitors.

Every study in every city that has been brave enough to do it shows that replacing parking with

bicycle lanes increases street-level retail business. Edmonton isn’t Amsterdam and never will be. It

isn’t New York or Toronto or even Ottawa, whose economic impact studies show dedicated bike lanes

boost business. But consider Memphis, a city with an even more entrenched car culture than

Edmonton’s.

In 2009, that city boldly invested in bicycle infrastructure — the “greenline.” It wasn’t an easy decision.

Some city councillors, like Reid Hedgepeth, were entirely opposed. He lost the vote. Or did he?

“On a scale of one to 10, I think the greenline turned out to be a 12. I’ve never been so wrong in my

life,” Hedgepeth told the Memphis Daily News in 2011. “Two years ago, I didn’t own a bicycle. Nobody

in my family owned a bicycle.”

The economic benefits, in only a few years, have been astounding. Street-level retail has gone up

along with startup economic development in core “clusters” and other highly accessible areas that

have bicycle and transit links. Why? People in cars, keen to stop on Memphis versions of Whyte

Avenue and 124th Street, find somewhere else to park. That’s what they do, always.

And why do they go to these main streets? The harder it is to park, the better the neighbourhood.

Main streets are nice places for walking. Humans like walking.

New developments that might have relied on street parking build underground spots. And more and

more commuters and shoppers give cycling a try. They get out more, they buy more stuff, they eat in

restaurants and drink in cafés and bars.

Tourism is a billion-dollar industry for Edmonton, employing more than 23,000 people. Travel Alberta

and Edmonton Tourism have narrowed the kinds of people who visit the city into profiles like Free

Spirits, Social Samplers, and Cultural Explorers. We’re already terrific at shopping. Today’s tourism

product development focuses on trails, sports, outdoor experiences, festivals, and food. The kinds of

people who choose to visit Edmonton are obsessed with one-of-a-kind adventures.

For example, how about riding a mountain bike through terrific river valley trails and then seamlessly

and elegantly eating local food, drinking local beer, and buying locally made products on 104th Street

or Old Strathcona? Mixing river valley adventures with urban sophistication is something unique



Edmonton can offer and this benefits hotels, bars and restaurants, and retail.

Bicycle infrastructure is playful and, when it’s done right, beautiful. We all appreciate a good parking

lot, but no one takes pictures of them, sees them as lovable. They do take pictures of the whimsical

bike lock areas of Old Strathcona and the yarn-bombs in front of Mountain Equipment Co-op. Cars

can be gorgeous but unless they’re convertibles, you don’t see the drivers. You can’t smile at them.

Historically, it’s been difficult for businesses to attract great people to Edmonton: workers in all realms.

Our reputation is changing, and an open, curious culture around bicycle commuting can be a big part

of it. In two years, bicycle infrastructure transformed Memphis.

Compared to building a new road, with four lanes of traffic, or an overpass, bicycle infrastructure is

spectacularly cheap. And it’s an investment. If we’re bold, and we concentrate on how bicycle

investments can help all Edmontonians, we can do it even quicker.

Todd Babiak is a director at Story Engine, an Edmonton-based consulting company.
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